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To access Instructional Materials Reviews or create a new Instructional Material Review, log in and click on Manage IM Reviews.
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Use the dropdowns to navigate to an existing Instructional Materials Review or click ADD NEW.
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First give the Instructional Materials Review (IMR) a name and click SAVE. This will create a record in the system and display all other instructional materials review functionality. 
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Now we see all functionality is displayed and the next step is to add an Introduction for publishers in the Description.  This may be as brief as a couple of sentences or may include information about upcoming publisher meetings and expos, locations and dates for shipping print samples or any other information that is relevant to publishers.
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Under the Online Prescreen Forms section, online forms can be added.  These forms are completed by vendors online and scored by district administrators (See Prescreening Programs for how this is used in an IMR) within the platform.  See the Creating Prescreen and Evaluation Forms guide for how to create forms.
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District documents (PDF) can be added by clicking on the blue + sign on the right.  If the vendor is required to fill in, sign or complete the document in some other way, select ‘Vendor Upload Response Required’, which will indicate to the vendor that they must upload a response for the specified document.
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Next, add state specific courses course number or name.  If there are courses in your district that are not on the state course list, please contact support@edcredible.com to have those courses added to EdCredible course database.Course Groups should also be added to give districts maximum flexibility with the evaluation process.  Course Groups Explained A school district or state using EdCredible to conduct Instructional Materials Reviews typically requests vendor submit materials by individual course. In some cases, school districts also request vendors submit materials to a series of courses, also known as a ‘Course Group.’ A school district requests vendors submit materials to individual courses and a course group to streamline the evaluation process.  This allows districts to review vendor products and analyze committee evaluation results in a broader context. In the event that a district, includes a course group within their adoption, the intent is for the vendor to submit their main program (often referred to as a “Series”) to the course group. Individual products within the series should still be submitted to the individual courses (if listed) in the Request for Materials.  In the event the vendor submits two programs that should be evaluated and considered for purchase independently of each other (ex. for K-5 English Language Arts, the vendor offers two programs for consideration that cover the same material independent of one another), the vendor should submit one series title for each of the programs in the course group. If the vendor offers two programs that complete the course group (Ex. for K-5 ELA the vendor has one program that covers K-2 and another that covers 3-5) the vendor should contact the district through the Chatter feature to see how they would like you to submit the program. When a vendor submits a series to a group of courses, the vendor should also ensure that the student, teacher and public digital sample access as well as other product information is provided in such a way that digital access to the individual products within the series are still accessible to the committee reviewer. During the evaluation process, districts often request vendors provide evidence of the  product or series alignment to the evaluation tool or rubric indicators. If an evaluation is associated with a course group, the vendor should delineate the program or series alignment evidence for each course within the course group (or grade level) within their evidence. The vendor could consider using bullets to separate evidence.
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Next, set the Open Date (same day that the adoption goes live) and Close Date (Due Date) for publisher to submit responses.  This can be changed at any time.  Put the emails of any users that should receive Chatter notifications in the ‘Email Adoption Notification To’.  Emails should be separated by a ; with NO spaces between the ; and email addresses.Districts have the options to Auto-notify all vendors registered with EdCredible about the Request for Materials or target specific publishers that may or may not be on the state adopted list.  To target notifications and only make this Request for Materials known to specific publishers, start typing the publisher name in the text field and then select the publisher.  If a specific publisher does not appear, please request the publisher be added by email support@edcredible.com. Select PREVIEW to view your adoption from the publisher's perspective.  Click SAVE or UPDATE if this is a previously saved version.  Click POST to make the Request for Materials available to all publishers.  Clicking POST also sends an automatic notification to those publisher that are listed in the text field.  If Auto-Notify vendor registered with EdCredible is selected, a notification will go out to all publishers registered with EdCredible.IMPORTANTIf you already click POST for your adoption once, you should not click it again unless you want all register vendors to get another notification.  It is better to click UPDATE and post a message of any changes in CHATTER.  This will limit the notification to just vendors participating in the instructional materials review.
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